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Cardinal Dolan expresses 'concern,' 'worry' about election
Joshua J. McElwee

| Oct. 5, 2012 NCR Today

Adding an authoritative voice to the chorus of Catholic bishops who have entered the election fray this cycle,
the cardinal who heads the U.S. bishops? conference outlined Thursday nine ?concerns? he says he has for the
nation as people prepare to vote.
Among his concerns, writes New York Cardinal Timothy Dolan, the president of the U.S. Conference of
Catholic Bishops, are a culture that is ?increasingly callous? about an alleged ?radical abortion license? and the
supposed reduction of religious liberty ?to a kind of privacy right to recreational activities.?
Dolan, who leaves the country Friday to attend the Synod of Bishops on the New Evangelization in Rome,
expressed his concerns in an Oct. 4 column in his archdiocesan newspaper, Catholic New York. His comments
come after a number of other bishops have given advice [1] to for Catholics for how they should vote, with
several highlighting specifically opposition to abortion and same-sex marriage.
Dolan, who has led the New York archdiocese since 2009, has been rather visible this election cycle, giving a
benediction at both the Republican and Democratic Party conventions in August and September. Those
benedictions sparked criticisms from some worried the cardinal was appearing too partisan.
In his column Thursday, Dolan says he will be bringing his nine concerns for the country during his visit in
Rome to the tombs of saints Peter and Paul, and will also bring them with him on a visit to Assisi, the home of
13th-century St. Francis.
Dolan also describes the dispute he and the U.S. bishops? conference have had this year with the Obama
administration over a mandate regarding coverage of birth control in health care plans as a ?major conflict.?
Dolan says he is alternatively ?concerned,? ?worried,? ?bothered,? and ?anxious? about:
A culture that has allegedly ?become increasingly callous? about what he calls ?the radical abortion
license;?
Religious freedom becoming reduced ?to a kind of privacy right to recreational activities;?
Political leaders leaving ?a mountain of unpayable debt? to the next generation;
?Calls for a fiscally responsible society? being are met ?with claims that those calls come from men and
women who don?t care about the poor,? making an apparent reference to criticism [2] of Republican
Catholic vice presidential candidate Paul Ryan?s federal budget proposals;
Elections ?increasingly resembl[ing] reality TV shows;?
People ?losing sight of voting as an exercise in moral judgment;?
Initiatives to legalize same-sex marriage;
Lack of a ?rational debate? over immigration policy, centered on combining ?hospitality to the stranger
with respect for the rule of law;? and,
Persecution of Christians and other people of faith around the world.

For the full text of Dolan's remarks, visit his column [3].
[Joshua J. McElwee is an NCR staff writer. His email address is jmcelwee@ncronline.org.]
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